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Abstract

Perceiving 3D Humans and Objects in Motion

by

Zhe Cao
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley
Professor Jitendra Malik, Chair

We exist in a 3D world, where we accomplish everyday tasks by perceiving and in-
teracting with other people and objects in dynamic scenes. Could we develop a
perception system to understand such rich interactions? This is crucial for future
intelligent systems to collaborate with humans and to create immersive AR/VR ex-
periences. While great progress has been achieved in the individual perception tasks
of 3D humans, objects, and scenes, the connections between these components have
not been explored much. In this thesis, we attempt to build the connections between
these three components to understand their rich interactions.

We start by bridging the scene and object component in Chapter 2, where we
present an end-to-end learning system to perceive 3D scene and independent ob-
ject motions. We next show how 3D scenes influence human motion in Chapter 3,
where we design a framework to predict future 3D human motion considering the
scene context. In Chapter 4, we study the interaction between human hands and
objects, where we introduce an optimization-based method to reconstruct the inter-
action in the wild. Finally, we conclude with several interesting future directions.

Professor Jitendra Malik
Dissertation Committee Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We humans exist in a 3D world, where we accomplish everyday tasks by perceiv-
ing and interacting with other moving agents in the 3D dynamic scene. Consider the
outdoor scenario in Figure 1.1, we humans have the remarkable capability to infer the
3D structure of the environmisent, such as the floor plan, the building, and how far
each of these elements in the scene is from us. With temporal frames, we can perceive
the nearby moving object and people in terms of their moving speed and direction in
this environment. Moreover, we can perceive the rich human-object interactions such
as riding a bicycle or pushing a cart. All this perceived 3D information enables us to
predict the environment state in the near future and to plan our next actions.

Could we equip future intelligent agents with similar capabilities to perceive
and meaningfully interact with the 3D world? There are three main components to
consider in such a perception system: perceiving 3D scenes, humans, and objects. In
recent years, we have seen large progress in each of the perception tasks [36, 57, 172].
However, these problems are not isolated in many cases. For example, the 3D scene
layout will constrain the possible human and object motion inside the environment.
By jointly considering multiple components, we can impose additional constraints to
obtain more natural and feasible results. This thesis attempts to bridge those three
perception tasks, as shown in the triangle in Figure 1.1, and demonstrate the benefits
of building the connection in different applications.

We begin in Chapter 2 by briding the scene and object components, we present a
system for learning motion maps of independently moving objects from stereo videos.
The only annotations used in our system are 2D object bounding boxes which in-
troduce the notion of objects in our system. Unlike prior learning-based approaches
which have focused on predicting dense optical flow fields and/or depth maps for
images, we propose to predict instance specific 3D scene flow maps and instance
masks from which we derive a factored 3D motion map for each object instance. Our
network takes the 3D geometry of the problem into account which allows it to cor-
relate the input images and distinguish moving objects from static ones. We present
experiments evaluating the accuracy of our 3D flow vectors, as well as depth maps
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Figure 1.1: Left: an example outdoor scenario where people interacting with the 3D scene and
objects. Right: the overall structure of the thesis.

and projected 2D optical flow where our jointly learned system outperforms earlier
approaches trained for each task independently.

In Chapter 3, we consider the scene and human components jointly, where we
present a framework to predict the future human motion considering the scene con-
text. Human movement is goal-directed and influenced by the spatial layout of the
objects in the scene. To plan future human motion, it is crucial to perceive the en-
vironment – imagine how hard it is to navigate a new room with lights off. Existing
works on predicting human motion do not pay attention to the scene context and thus
struggle in long-term prediction. We instead introduce a novel three-stage framework
that exploits scene context to tackle this task. Given a single scene image and 2D
pose histories, our method first samples multiple human motion goals, then plans
3D human paths towards each goal, and finally predicts 3D human pose sequences
following each path. For stable training and rigorous evaluation, we contribute a di-
verse synthetic dataset with clean annotations. We show our method shows consistent
quantitative and qualitative improvements over existing methods.

In Chapter 4, we study the problem of understanding hand-object interactions
from 2D images in the wild. This task requires reconstructing both the hand and the
object in 3D, which is challenging because of the mutual occlusion between the hand
and the object. We present a novel reconstruction technique that reconstructs 3D
poses of both the hand and the object with the help of 2D image cues and 3D contact
priors. Moreover, we contribute a dataset MOW (Manipulating Objects in the Wild)
of 500 examples of hand-object interaction images that have been “3Dfied” with the
help of the RHO technique together with human intervention. Our dataset contains
121 distinct object categories, with a much greater diversity of manipulation actions,
than in previous 3D hand-object datasets.

We conclude the thesis with a discussion on the limitations of current systems
and promising future directions of perceiving 3D humans and objects in motion.
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Chapter 2

Perceiving 3D Scene and Object
Motion

Consider the crowded road scene in Figure 2.1, what information do we as hu-
mans use to navigate effectively in this environment? We need to have an under-
standing of the structure of the environment, i.e. how far other elements in the scene
(cars, bikes, people, trees) are from us. Moreover, we also require knowledge of the
speed and direction in which other agents in the environment are moving relative to
us. Such a representation, in conjunction with our ego-motion, enables us to produce
a hypothesis of the environment state in the near future and ultimately allows us to
plan our next actions.

In order to gather this information, humans use stereo-motion, i.e. a stream
of images captured with our two eyes as we move through the environment. In
this chapter, we develop a computational system that aims to produce such a fac-
tored scene representation of 3D structure and motion from a binocular video stream.
Specifically, we propose to predict the 3D object motion of each moving object (rep-
resented by 3D scene flow) in addition to a detailed depth map of the scene from
a stereo image sequence. This task and its variants have been tackled in super-
vised settings which require labels such as dense depth maps and motion annotations
that are prohibitively expensive to collect or alternatively obtained from synthetic
datasets [22, 25, 50, 60, 88]. We present a system that learns to predict these quanti-
ties using only unlabelled stereo videos, thus making it applicable at scale. In addition
to producing pixel-wise depth and scene flow maps, our network is aware of the notion
of independent objects. This allows us to produce a rich factored 3D representation of
the environment where we can measure velocities of independent objects in addition
to their 3D positions in the scene. The only labels used by our system are those
introduced by off-the-shelf object detectors which are very cheap to acquire at scale.

Prior work in this domain has focused on certain sub-problems such as learning
depth or optical flow prediction without explicit labels [165, 37, 30]. In Section 2.4,
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Figure 2.1: Object motion predicted by our system. Trained with raw stereo motion sequences in
a self-supervised manner, our model learns to predict object motion together with the scene depth
using sequence of stereo images and object proposals as input. The speed and moving direction of
each moving object is derived from our scene flow prediction.

we demonstrate that by jointly learning the full problem of depth and scene flow
prediction, we outperform these methods for each of these sub-problems as well. The
key contributions of our work are as follows: (1) formulating a learning objective which
works with the limited amount of supervision that can be gathered in a real world
scenario (object bounding box annotations), (2) factoring the scene representation
into independently moving objects for predicting dense depth and 3D scene flow and
(3) designing a network architecture that encodes the underlying 3D structure of the
problem by operating on plane sweep volumes.

The sections in this chapter are organized as follows. Section 2.1 discusses prior
work on inferring scene structure and motion. Section 2.2 presents our technical
approach for inferring scene flow from stereo motion - loss functions, object-centric
prediction and priors. In Section 2.3, we describe our network architecture designed
for geometric matching and 3D reasoning in plane sweep volumes. Section 2.4 details
our experiments on the KITTI dataset [91] with extensive evaluation of our depth
and scene flow prediction.

2.1 Background

In this chapter, we recover scene geometry and object motion jointly while tra-
ditionally these problems have been solved independently. The geometry of a scene
is reconstructed by first recovering the relative camera pose between two or more im-
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ages taken from different viewpoints using Structure-from-Motion (SfM) techniques
[82, 40]. Subsequently, with dense matching and triangulation a dense 3D model of
the scene is recovered [105]. The underlying assumption within the aforementioned
methods is that the scene is static, i.e. does not contain moving objects. The case for
independently moving objects has been studied in a purely geometric setting [19]. The
key difficulties are degenerate configurations and outliers in point correspondences
[98]. Therefore additional priors are used - a common example is objects moving on a
ground plane [167]. Similarly, estimating the shape of non-rigid objects is ambiguous
and hence using additional constraints such as maximizing the rigidity of the shape
[140] or representing the non rigid shape as linear combination of base shapes [11]
have been proposed. When reconstructing videos captured in unconstrained environ-
ments additional difficulties such as incomplete feature tracks and bleeding into the
background have to be handled [27]. Our proposed approach is trained on real world
data which makes it robust to appearance variations and suitable priors are directly
learned from data.

Vedula et al.. [143] introduced the problem of 3D scene flow estimation, where for
each point a 3D motion vector between time t and t+1 is computed. Different variants
are considered depending on the amount of 3D structure that is given as input. A
common variant is to consider a stream of binocular image pairs of a moving camera
as input [49, 156, 147, 91, 131], and give a depth and 3D scene flow as output. This is
often referred to as the stereo scene flow estimation problem. Similarly RGBD scene
flow considers a stream of RGBD (color and depth) images as input [52].

Recently learning-based approaches, especially convolutional neural networks
have been applied for single view depth prediction [70, 22], optical flow [25], stereo
matching and scene flow [88]. These learning systems are trained using ground truth
geometry and/or flow data. In practice such data is only available for synthetic data in
a large scale. A natural way to complement the limited amount of ground truth data is
using weaker supervision. For the aforementioned problems, loss functions which are
purely based on images and rely on photometric consistency as learning objective have
been proposed [30, 172, 37, 137, 144]. They essentially utilize a classical non-learned
system [28] within the loss function. A few recent works [165, 177, 162, 83, 110] use
such a self-supervised approach to predict optical flow and depth. To our knowledge
our work is the first network that learns to directly predict object specific 3D scene
flow without relying on pixel-wise flow or depth annotations.

Another key difference of our work from prior works that predict depth and
optical flow is that they predict depth based on a single image. This limits their
performance as demonstrated in our results. Geometric reasoning can be included
into the network architecture as demonstrated in [60, 58, 54, 163]. We extend these
ideas to full 3D scene flow estimation while also operating at the level of object
instances allowing us to produce rich factored geometry and motion representation of
the scene.
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Figure 2.2: Our pipeline for learning depth and object motion. Using a stereo motion sequence
as input, our system predicts a depth map (c), instance mask (d) and 3D scene flow (e) for each
independent moving object in a single forward pass. Using the instance mask and scene flow, we
compose a full scene flow map (g). For each region of interest (RoI), we synthesize a patch (h) based
on the RoI camera intrinsics, RoI depth (f), 3D scene flow (e) and instance mask (d) as explained
in Section 2.2.2. We use the synthesized patch (h) and original patch (i) from the input image to
enforce consistency losses to supervise the RoI prediction. We use stereo reprojection to supervise
the depth prediction. Finally, we use the full map scene flow and depth to synthesize a image (j) for
computing the consistency loss.

2.2 Scene Flow from Stereo Motion

Figure 2.2 illustrates our system. A stream of calibrated binocular stereo image
pairs I = {I l1, Ir1 , . . . I ln, Irn} captured from times 1 to n is given as input. The most
common case we are investigating is n = 2, i.e. two binocular frames at time t and t+1.
The intrinsic camera calibration K is assumed to be known. The camera poses of the
left camera at each time instant are denoted by T = {T1, . . . , Tn} and are precomputed
using visual SLAM [32]. For any time instant t, we also have a set of j 2D bounding
box detections B = {B1, . . . , Bj} on the left image I lt predicted by an off-the-shelf
object detector. The task is to compute the following quantities for the reference frame
- a dense depth map D, a set of dense 3D flow fields F = {F 1, . . . , F j} that describe
the motion between t and t + 1 and a set of instance masks M = {M1, . . . ,M j} for
each moving object. From these instance-level predictions, we can compose the full
scene flow map F by assigning a 3D scene flow vector to each image pixel in the full
image.

We design our system as a convolutional neural network (CNN) which learns
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to predict all quantities jointly and train the network in a self-supervised manner.
The supervision comes from the consistency between synthesized images and input
images at different time instants and from different camera viewpoints. The basic
principle is that given the predictions of the scene flow F and depth D in a frame Iref ,
we can use the precomputed ego-motion to warp another image I into the reference
view. This process generates a synthesized image which we call Î. We then define
our learning objective as the similarity between the captured images Iref and the
synthesized images Î. The above principle is then applied to each region of interest
(RoI) independently followed by an assembly procedure for full image scene flow.
This allows us to produce a factored representation of the environment into static and
dynamic objects with high-quality estimates of instance masks, depth and motion.

2.2.1 Disentangling Camera and Object Motion

The motion in a dynamic scene captured by a moving camera can be decomposed
into two elements - the motion of static background resulting from the camera motion
and the motion of independently moving objects in the scene. A common way to
represent the scene motion is 2D optical flow. However, this representation confounds
the camera and object motion. We model the motion of the static background using
the 3D structure represented as a depth map and the camera motion. Dynamic
objects are modelled with full 3D scene flow. To this end, we utilize 2D object
detections in the form of bounding boxes and reason about the 3D motion of each
object independently.

2.2.2 Supervising Scene Flow by View Synthesis

The key supervision for the scene flow prediction comes from the photomet-
ric consistency of multiple views of the same scene. The process is illustrated in
Figure 2.3. Our network predicts a depth map D and a scene flow map F for the
reference view Iref . Using a different image I we can use the predictions to warp I
into the reference view and generate a synthesized image Î. We then minimize the
photometric difference between Iref and Î given as

Lphoto = α
1− SSIM(Iref , Î)

2
+ (1−α)‖Iref − Î‖1 (2.1)

where SSIM denotes the structural similarity index [155] and α denotes a weighting
parameter.

We denote the homogeneous coordinates of pixel p as h(p). A pixel p from the
reference frame is transformed to a pixel p̂ within a frame I

h(p̂) = KTrel(D(p)K−1h(p) + F (p)) (2.2)
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Bilinear Sample  
Depth + RGB

Figure 2.3: Illustration of our image reprojection process. A pixel p from image It is unprojected
using its predicted depth and subsequently transformed to the frame of It+1 using the predicted flow
F and the camera transform Trel. The photometric consistency loss is derived from the photometric
difference between It and Ît+1→t where Ît+1→t is created by warping It+1 into It. The geometric
consistency loss is computed by comparing the difference between depth maps warped in the above
manner and having them consistent with the z-dimension of the predicted flow F . Note that using
only photometric consistency would not resolve the ambiguity in the z direction of the flow.

with Trel the relative transformation from reference frame to I. This allows us to do
a reverse warp using bilinear interpolation, keeping the formulation differentiable.

Using the photometric consistency alone is insufficient for supervising the 3D flow
prediction. The reason is that along a viewing ray multiple photo consistent solutions
are possible, as shown in Figure 2.3. Therefore we use an additional geometric loss
leveraging depth consistency which further constrains the flow. The idea is that the
flow in z-direction, sometimes also called disparity difference has to agree with the
depth maps predicted for the two time instants t and t+1. In order to utilize this loss
function a depth map for both time instants needs to be predicted and the warping
is applied to the depth map.

Analogous to the photometric consistency, the geometric consistency is defined
by comparing the predicted depth values of the warped image and reference image,

Lgeo =
∥∥∥Dref − D̂ + Fz

∥∥∥
1

(2.3)

where Dref refers to the predicted depth at time t and D̂ is the predicted depth at
time t+ 1 warped back to time t, Fz is the z-dimension of the predicted sceneflow.
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Full-image Camera RoI Camera

Figure 2.4: Illustration of image rescale and crop process and the change in the camera intrinsics.

2.2.3 Object-centric Scene Flow Prediction

Image based consistency losses are typically applied by warping the whole image
and then computing the consistency over the whole image - examples for optical flow
prediction can be found in [165, 177]. For 3D scene flow this is not an ideal choice due
to the sparsity of non-zero flow vectors. Compared to the static background, moving
objects constitute only a small fraction of the image pixels. This unbalanced mov-
ing/static pixel distribution makes naively learning full image flow hard and ends up
in zero flow predictions even on moving objects. To make the network focus on pre-
dicting the correct flow on moving objects and provide a more balanced supervision,
we therefore use object bounding box detections obtained from a state-of-the-art 2D
object detection system [81]. It is important to note that the object detection does
not actually tell us if the object is moving or not. This information is learned by our
network using our view synthesis based loss functions.

Formally each flow prediction happens in a region of interest (RoI) within the
original image, with size and location B =

[
x, y, w, h

]
. In our system the per-object

flow map is predicted at a fixed size wr × hr using a RCNN based architecture as
detailed in Section 2.3. For our view synthesis based loss functions we need to trans-

form the image intrinsics K =
[
fx 0 cx
0 fy cy
0 0 1

]
into RoI specific versions. The change only

affects the intrinsic camera parameters and hence we need to compute a new intrinsic
matrix Kj for each RoI j. The transformation ends up to be a displacement of the

principal point and scaling of the focal length - Kj =

[
fxwr/w 0 (cx−x)wr/w

0 fyhr/h (cy−y)hr/h
0 0 1

]
.

Note that we do not need bounding box associations between different view-
points or time instants. We only compute detections for frame I lt and use a slightly
expanded area as our RoI in frames that we warp to our reference frame for computing
consistency losses in Eq. 2.1 and 2.3.
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2.2.4 RoI Assembly for Full Frame Scene Flow

We assemble a complete scene flow from the object specific maps F j. However,
overlapping RoIs and certain RoIs may even contain multiple moving objects. There-
fore we predict an object mask M j for each RoI j in addition to F j. The full 3D
scene flow map F is computed as:

F =
∑

j M
j � F j (2.4)

We then use the full image flow map F with Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.3 for full image photo-
metric and geometric losses. Note that the assembly procedure is fully differentiable
and we are able to train instance masks M = {M1, . . . ,M j} without any explicit
mask supervision. We later use these instance masks (with flow) to identify moving
objects (cf.Figure 2.6).

2.2.5 Full Learning Objective

We first state our full image synthesis based loss and then explain further priors
we impose in our training loss. Our image synthesis loss function is based on four
images I lt , I

r
t , I lt+1 and Irt+1 and can be split into three parts

Ltot = Llr + LRoI + Lt (2.5)

Where Llr is the loss for left-right consistency, LRoI is the RoI based loss function and
Lt is the full image based loss function on flow and depth over time. To state how
the three parts are defined we introduce the notation s → t to indicate the warping
from source s to target t.

Llr = Lphoto(I
l
t , Î

r→l
t ) + Lphoto(I

l
t+1, Î

r→l
t+1 ) (2.6)

LRoI =
∑
j

Lphoto(I
l,j
t , Î

l,j
t+1→t)+Lgeo(D

l,j
t , D̂

l,j
t+1→t, F

lj
t )

Lt = Lphoto(I
l
t , Î

l
t+1→t) + Lgeo(D

l
t, D̂

l
t+1→t, F

l
t )

Beside the loss detailed above, we use additional priors such as smoothness for
depth and flow while respecting discontinuties at boundaries [37]. Optionally, we use
the classical stereo system ELAS [31] to compute an incomplete disparity map and
use it for weak supervision with an L1 loss.

2.3 Network Architecture

Figure 2.5 illustrates our network for scene flow, mask and depth prediction. We
first talk about the 3D grid representation used to integrate the information from all
images and then describe each component of the network.
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3D Flow

Depth Map

3D View Frustum

Feature Unprojection 3D Grid Reasoning Final Prediction

Object-centric flow prediction

Mask

Figure 2.5: Network architecture. Our system predicts depth and instance-level 3D scene flow in
a single forward pass. With extracted image features, we unproject features into a discretized view
frustum grid, and then use a 3D CNN Φ3D and finally perform prediction using depth ΦD and scene
flow ΦSF decoders.

2.3.1 3D Grid Representation

In order to enable the network to reason about the scene geometry in 3D, we
unproject the 2D features into a 3D grid [58]. A common discretization is to split a 3D

3D grids discretized in the inverted depth (outdoor scene)

Equally discretized 3d grid 3d grid discretized in the inverted depth space 

 
 

 

cuboid volume of interest into equally sized voxels. This
representation is used for 3D object shape reconstruc-
tion [138, 58]. However, it is not suitable for outdoor
scenes with a large depth range, where we want to be more
certain about foreground objects’ geometry and motion,
and allow increasing uncertainty with increasing depth in
the 3D world. This lends to using the well known frustum
shaped grid called matching cost volume or plane sweep
volume in classical (multi-view) stereo. In learning based
stereo it has recently been used in [163]. The grid is discretized in image space plus
an additional inverse depth (”nearness”) coordinate, as shown in above image.

2.3.2 Network Components

Image Encoder. In the first stage the images are processed using a 2D CNN ΦI ,
which outputs for each image a 2D feature map with c feature channels. The weights
for this CNN are shared for all input frames - typically stereo frames at two time
instants {I lt , Irt } and {I lt+1, I

r
t+1}.
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Unprojection. Using the 3D grid defined in Section 2.3.1, we lift the 2D infor-
mation into the 3D space. We use the two left camera images as references images
{I lt , I lt+1} and generate these 3D grids in both their camera coordinates. Each grid is
populated with image features from all 4 images by projecting the grid cell centers
into the respective images using the corresponding projection matrices [58]. We use
the left images as reference frames as we predict disparity maps and scene flow from
I lt to I lt+1.

Grid Pooling. The grids from the previous stage contain image features from all
4 frames. In order to combine the information from multiple frames we use two
strategies. We use element-wise max pooling for features from left and right pairs and
concatenate the features for different time instants in each grid cell. The motivation
is that for stereo frames, there is no object motion and hence the feature should align
well after unprojection. Thus a simple strategy of max pooling works well. Whereas
for frames at different time instants, we expect motion in the scene and thus there
would be misalignment where objects move. The output from this stage are two grids
Gl

t and Gl
t+1.

3D Grid Reasoning. The next module Φ3D processes the above two grids indepen-
dently and generates output grids of the same resolution G̃l

t and G̃l
t+1. This module is

implemented as a 3D encoder-decoder CNN module with skip connections following
the U-Net architecture [115].

Output Modules. The final output is based on two CNN modules - one producing
full frame depth for each reference image and one producing scene flow for each RoI
in frame It. For each image I li , with i ∈ {t, t + 1} we first collapse G̃l

i (a 4D tensor)
into a 3D tensor C l

i by concatenating features in the depth dimension. As the grid
is aligned with the reference image’s camera, this corresponds to accumulating the
features from various disparity planes at every pixel into a single feature. This tensor
is further processed using φD to produce the full frame disparity map. The 3D flow
prediction follows an RCNN [35] based architecture where given RoIs, we crop out
corresponding regions C l

t using an RoI align layer [45] and pass them to φSF which
predict the scene flow and instance mask for each RoI. We also use skip connections
from the image encoder in φD and φSF to produce sharper predictions. The full frame
scene flow map is created from the RoIs by pasting back as described in Section 2.2.4.
The final outputs from our system are disparity maps Dl

t and Dl
t+1 and a forward

scene flow map F l
t .

2.4 Experiments

We evaluate our instance-level 3d object motion and mask prediction on the
KITTI 2015 sceneflow dataset [91]. This is the only available dataset that contains
real images together with ground-truth scene flow annotations. Following existing
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(a) Ground-truth (b) Prediction

Figure 2.6: Qualitative results on our instance-level moving object mask prediction. Instances are
color-encoded.

work [89, 165, 177, 37], we adopt the official 200 training images as test set. The
official testing set is adopted for the final finetuning process. This is possible as we
do not require the ground truth for training. All the related images in the 28 scenes
covered by test data are excluded for training. Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 show some
qualitative results.

Training details Our system is implemented using TensorFlow [2]. All models
are optimized end-to-end using Adam [61] with a learning rate of 1 × 10−4, decay
rate of 0.5 and decay steps of 100000. During training, we randomly crop the input
images in the horizontal direction to obtain patches with the size of 384 × 640 as
input to the network. We set the output size of each RoI as 128 × 128, we set the
number of channels in the 3D grid to 64. The batch size is set as 1 to deal with
flexible RoI number for training patch. For the image encoder, we finetune the first
4 convolutional layers from Inception ResNet V2 [127] pretrained on ImageNet. The
rest of network is trained from scratch. We first train the depth prediction for 80K
iterations on the KITTI raw dataset and then jointly train the depth and scene flow
prediction for another 100k iterations. We finetune the model on the official testing
set for another 120k iterations and use official 200 training images for comparison
with other methods. The whole training process takes about 30 hours using a single
NVIDIA Titan-X GPU.
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Figure 2.7: Qualitative results of our method. From left to right, reference image, depth, optical
flow and instance-level moving object mask.

Method AMAD↓ AMAE↓ AE≤15◦↑ AE≤30◦↑ SMAD↓ SMAE↓ SE≤0.15↑ SE≤0.3↑

GeoNet [165] + Godard [37] 6.98◦ 28.82◦ 62.93 77.16 0.256 0.503 0.351 0.554

UnflowC [89] + Godard [37] 5.96◦ 26.94◦ 64.87 77.58 0.240 0.471 36.21 58.62

Ours (no RoI consistency loss) 6.03◦ 29.34◦ 67.59 75.94 0.207 0.358 37.46 58.93

Our 3D scene flow 5.19◦ 22.92◦ 74.78 78.87 0.193 0.334 40.95 62.72

Table 2.1: Comparison of instance-level object motion in terms of motion direction(A) and speed
(S). MAE denotes the mean average error, MAD denotes the median absolute deviation. The lower
the better. We also report the percentage of the angle/speed error below different thresholds, where
AE denotes the absolute angular error, SE denotes the absolute speed error. The higher the better.

2.4.1 Moving Object Speed and Direction Evaluation

Our method predicts 3D sceneflow for each independently moving object. For
each test image pair, ground-truth annotation of the disparity image at time t, the
disparity image at time t+ 1 warped into the first image’s coordinate frame and the
2D optical flow from time t to time t+1 are provided. Using these GT annotations to-
gether with the estimated camera egomotion obtained from Libviso2 [32], we compute
the 3D scene flow in the format of (x, y, z) for each image. To provide an instance-
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Method Image IoU Instance IoU

Zhou et al. [172] 0.380 -

Bounding box detections [81] 0.365 0.655

Our mask prediction 0.624 0.842

Table 2.2: Moving object mask evaluation. We report IoU number in both the full image and the
moving instance bounding box.

level analysis, we use the bbox detections [81], and find the dominant 3d flow for each
object. As a result, we represent the motion direction and speed for each instance
using a single 3d flow vector in the ground truth and all algorithms. We evaluate with
the following metrics: the mean average error of the euclidean length of the 3d flow
(speed), the mean average error of the angle of the 3d flow (motion direction) from the
moving object pixels. For robustness to outliers we report the percentage of the mean
average error below different thresholds. For comparison with other self-supervised
flow and depth learning methods we need to reconstruct scene flow from depth and
optical flow prediction. Geonet provides depthmaps with unknown scale factor and
unflow does not estimate depth, we therefore use the depth results from Godard et
al. [37]. As shown in Table 2.1, the average instance-level motion direction error of
our method is less than 23◦, about 15% smaller than the result obtained from the best
self-supervised optical flow combined with the best self-supervised depth algorithm.
In our prediction, about 75% of moving instances have an angular error below 15◦.

2.4.2 Moving Object Instance Mask Evaluation

Our method can produce instance-level moving object segmentation from ob-
ject bounding boxes and stereo videos. This is achieved without any instance mask
ground truth supervision. We evaluate our predictions on the KITTI sceneflow 2015
training split. The dataset provides an “Object map” which contains the foreground
moving cars in each image. We use this motion mask as ground truth in our seg-
mentation evaluation. Figure 2.6 shows some qualitative result of our moving object
mask prediction. As shown in Table 2.2, we evaluate our mask prediction using the
Intersection Over Union (IoU) metric. Specifically, We compute the mean image-
level IoU which considers both moving object and static background and the mean
instance-level IoU for only moving objects. Our method achieves highest IoU for
mask prediction. As a baseline comparison, we use mask generated from SSD [81]
2D bounding box detections. Those masks contain both moving and static cars, thus
it can only achieve an mean IoU of 0.34 for the full image mask. Even with the GT
object movement information, it does not have tight object boundary and thus can
only achieve a mean IoU of 0.655. This illustrates how our method effectively learns
to determine which object is moving and identify an accurate instance segmentation
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Method Dataset Non-occluded All Regions

EpicFlow [111] - 4.45 9.57

FlowNetS [25] C+ST 8.12 14.19

FlowNet2 [50] C+T 4.93 10.06

GeoNet [165] K 8.05 10.81

DF-Net [177] K+SY - 8.98

UnFlowC [89] K+SY - 8.80

Ranjan et al. [110] K - 7.76

Ours K 4.97 5.39

Ours (refined) K 4.19 5.13

Table 2.3: Results on KITTI 2015 flow training set over non-occluded regions and overall regions.
We use the average end-point error (EPE) metric to do the comparison. The classical method
EpicFlow takes 16s per frame at runtime; The FlowNetS and FlowNet2 are learned with GT flow
supervision. SY denotes SYNTHIA dataset [116], ST denotes Sintel dataset, C denotes FlyingChairs
dataset, T denotes FlyingThings3D dataset. Numbers from other methods are directly taken from
the paper.

for moving cars. We improve the result on both image-level and instance-level IoU.
We also compare with Zhou et al. [172] which generates the foreground mask for all
moving objects and occlusion region in the image. Their methods do not provide
instance-level information, hence we cannot obtain the instance-level IoU numbers.

2.4.3 Optical Flow Evaluation

An additional evaluation is to project our 3D flow predictions back to 2D to
obtain the optical flow. As shown in Table 2.3, our method achieves the lowest EPE
in both non-occluded regions and overall regions compared to other self-supervised
methods. As a baseline comparison, we train a model without RoI consistency loss,
which shows a decrease in performance. Optionally, we add an optical flow refine-
ment sub-network, to further improve our optical flow result. The subnetwork is a
unet which takes the warped image and the raw optical flow, together with original
image frames as input. This enables the network to further improve the optical flow
prediction in a similar way as the architecture proposed in [109].

2.4.4 Depth Evaluation

To evaluate our depth prediction we use the KITTI 2015 stereo training set of
200 disparity images as test data and compare to other self-supervised learning and
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Method Binocular Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

Godard et al. [37] no 0.124 1.388 6.125 0.217 0.841 0.936 0.975

libelas [31] yes 0.1862 2.192 6.307 3.528 0.8197 0.8355 0.8414

Godard et al. [37] yes 0.068 0.835 4.392 0.146 0.942 0.978 0.989

Ours yes 0.064 0.699 3.896 0.144 0.945 0.975 0.987

Table 2.4: Results on the KITTI 2015 stereo training set of 200 disparity images. All learning-
based methods are trained on KITTI raw dataset excluding the testing image sequences. The top
half shows method which uses monocular image as input, the bottom half shows methods which use
binocular images as input.

Method D1 D2 FL ALL

bg fg bg+fg bg fg bg+fg bg fg bg+fg bg fg bg+fg

EPC [162] 23.62 27.38 26.81 18.75 70.89 60.97 25.34 28.00 25.74

EPC++ [83] (mono) 30.67 34.38 32.73 18.36 84.64 65.63 17.57 27.30 19.78 >30.67 >84.64 >65.63

EPC++ [83] (stereo) 22.76 26.63 23.84 16.37 70.39 60.32 17.58 26.89 19.64 >22.76 >70.39 >60.32

Godard et al. [37] 9.43 18.74 10.86 - - - - - - - - -

GeoNet [165] - - - - - - 43.54 48.24 44.26 - - -

Godard [37] + GeoNet flow 9.43 18.74 10.86 9.10 25.95 25.42 43.54 48.24 44.26 48.22 55.75 49.38

Ours 6.27 15.95 7.76 8.46 23.60 10.92 14.36 51.25 20.16 16.58 53.20 22.64

Table 2.5: Results on KITTI 2015 scene flow training split. All number shows the percentage of
correctly predicted pixels. D1 denotes the disparity image at time t, D2 denotes the disparity image
at time t + 1 warped into the first frame, FL denotes the 2D optical flow between the two time
instances, fg denotes the foreground, and bg denotes the background.

classical algorithms in Table. 2.4. We compare to algorithms that take binocular
stereo as input at test time. Our method achieves a higher accuracy as we input two
consecutive binocular frames and our network also manages to match over time.

2.4.5 Scene Flow Evaluation

We compare other unsupervised method in the sceneflow subset by directly us-
ing their released results or running their released code. For this benchmark, a pixel
is considered to be correctly estimated if the disparity or flow end-point error is ≤ 3
pixels or ≤ 5%. For scene flow this criterion needs to be fulfilled for two disparity
maps and the flow map. As shown in Table 2.5, our method has an overall better ac-
curacy than earlier self-supervised methods. Compared to classical approaches which
optimize at test time our accuracy is still lower. However, test time optimization is
in general prohibitively slow for real-time systems.
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2.5 Discussion

We presented a system to predict depth and object scene flow. Our network
is trained using raw stereo sequences with off-the-shelf object detectors using image
consistency as key learning objective. Our formulation is general and can be applied in
any setting where a dynamic scene is imaged by multiple cameras - e.g. a multi-view
capture system [56]. In future work, we would like to extend our system to integrate
longer range temporal information. An emergent notion of objects to remove the
dependence on pretrained object detectors is a further research direction. We also
intend to explore general scenarios such as casual video captures using dual camera
consumer devices and leverage large scale training for a truly general purpose depth
and scene flow prediction system.
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Chapter 3

Predicting Long-term Human
Motion

Figure 3.1 shows the image of a typical indoor scene. Overlaid on this image is
the pose trajectory of a person, depicted here by renderings of her body skeleton over
time instants, where Frames 1-3 are in the past, Frame 4 is the present, and Frames
5-12 are in the future. In this paper, we study the following problem: Given the scene
image and the person’s past pose and location history in 2D, predict her future poses
and locations.

Human movement is goal-directed and influenced by the spatial layout of the
objects in the scene. For example, the person may be heading towards the window,
and will find a path through the space avoiding collisions with various objects that
might be in the way. Or perhaps a person approaches a chair with the intention to sit
on it, and will adopt an appropriate path and pose sequence to achieve such a goal
efficiently. We seek to understand such goal-directed, spatially contextualized human
behavior, which we have formalized as a pose sequence and location prediction task.

With the advent of deep learning, there has been remarkable progress on the
task of predicting human pose sequences [26, 87, 157, 169]. However, these frame-
works do not pay attention to scene context. As a representative example, Zhang et
al. [169] detect the human bounding boxes across multiple time instances and derive
their predictive signal from the evolving appearance of the human figure, but do not
make use of the background image. Given this limitation, the predictions tend to
be short-term (around 1 second), and local in space, e.g., walking in the same spot
without global movement. If we want to make predictions that encompass bigger
spatiotemporal neighborhoods, we need to make predictions conditioned on the scene
context.

We make the following philosophical choices: (1) To understand long term be-
havior, we must reason in terms of goals. In the setting of moving through space, the
goals could be represented by the destination points in the image. We allow multi-
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Figure 3.1: Long-term 3D human motion prediction. Given a single scene image and 2D
pose histories (the 1st row), we aim to predict long-term 3D human motion (projected on the image,
shown in the 2-3rd rows) influenced by scene. The human path is visualized as a yellow line.

modality by generating multiple hypotheses of human movement “goals”, represented
by 2D destinations in the image space. (2) Instead of taking a 3D path planning ap-
proach as in the classical robotics literature [7, 71], we approach the construction of
likely human motions as a learning problem by constructing a convolutional network
to implicitly learn the scene constraints from lots of human-scene interaction videos.
We represent the scene using 2D images.

Specifically, we propose a learning framework that factorizes this task into three
sequential stages as shown in Figure Figure 3.2. Our model sequentially predicts
the motion goals, plans the 3D paths following each goal and finally generates the
3D poses. In Section 3.4, we demonstrate our model not only outperforms existing
methods quantitatively but also generates more visually plausible 3D future motion.

To train such a learning system, we contribute a large-scale synthetic dataset
focusing on human-scene interaction. Existing real datasets on 3D human motion
have either contrived environment [51, 153], relatively noisy 3D annotations [119],
or limited motion range due to the depth sensor [41, 119]. This motivates us to
collect a diverse synthetic dataset with clean 3D annotations. We turn the Grand
Theft Auto (GTA) gaming engine into an automatic data pipeline with control over
different actors, scenes, cameras, lighting conditions, and motions. We collect over
one million HD resolution RGB-D frames with 3D annotations which we discuss in
detail in Section 3.3. Pre-training on our dataset stabilizes training and improves
prediction performance on real dataset [41].

In summary, our key contributions are the following: (1) We formulate a new
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(a) predicted goals (b) planned paths (c) final poses

Figure 3.2: Overall pipeline. Given a single scene image and 2D pose histories, our method
first samples (a) multiple possible future 2D destinations. We then predict the (b) 3D human path
towards each destination. Finally, our model generates (c) 3D human pose sequences following paths,
visualized with the ground-truth scene point cloud.

task of long-term 3D human motion prediction with scene context in terms of 3D poses
and 3D locations. (2) We develop a novel three-stage computational framework that
utilizes scene context for goal-oriented motion prediction, which outperforms existing
methods both quantitatively and qualitatively. (3) We contribute a new synthetic
dataset with diverse recordings of human-scene interaction and clean annotations.

3.1 Background

Predicting future human motion under real-world social context and scene con-
straints is a long-standing problem [5, 38, 46, 64, 117]. Due to its complexity, most
of the current approaches can be classified into global trajectory prediction and lo-
cal pose prediction. We connect these two components in a single framework for
long-term scene-aware future human motion prediction.

Global trajectory prediction: Early approaches in trajectory prediction model
the effect of social-scene interactions using physical forces [46], continuum dynam-
ics [135], Hidden Markov model [64], or game theory [84]. Many of these approaches
achieve competitive results even on modern pedestrian datasets [74, 103]. With the
resurgence of neural nets, data-driven prediction paradigm that captures multi-modal
interaction between the scene and its agents becomes more dominant [5, 6, 15, 38,
85, 117, 130, 166]. Similar to our method, they model the influence of the scene im-
plicitly. However, unlike our formulation that considers images from diverse camera
viewpoints, they make the key assumption of the bird-eye view image or known 3D
information [5, 38, 64, 117].

Local pose prediction: Similar to trajectory prediction, there has been plenty of
interest in predicting future pose from image sequences both in the form of image
generation [145, 171], 2D pose [16, 149], and 3D pose [18, 33, 158, 169]. These
methods exploit the local image context around the human to guide the future pose
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generation but do not pay attention to the background image or the global scene
context. Approaches that focus on predicting 3D pose from 3D pose history also
exist and are heavily used in motion tracking [23, 146]. The goal is to learn 3D pose
prior conditioning on the past motion using techniques such as Graphical Models [10],
linear dynamical systems [102], trajectory basis [3, 4], or Gaussian Process latent
variable models [132, 141, 150, 151], and more recently neural networks such as
recurrent nets [26, 53, 78, 87, 101], temporal convolution nets [47, 48, 75], or graph
convolution net in frequency space [157]. However, since these methods completely
ignore the image context, the predicted human motion may not be consistent with
the scene, i.e, waling through the wall. In contrast, we propose to utilize the scene
context for future human motion prediction. This is similar in spirit to iMapper [93].
However, this approach relies on computationally expensive offline optimization to
jointly reason about the scene and the human motion. Currently, there is no learning-
based method that holistically models the scene context and human pose for more
than a single time instance [17, 73, 77, 152, 154].

3D Human Motion Dataset Training high capacity neural models requires large-
scale and diverse training data. Existing human motion capture datasets either con-
tain no environment [1], contrive environment [51, 153], or in the outdoor setting
without 3D annotation [148]. Human motion datasets with 3D scenes are often much
smaller and have relatively noisy 3D human poses [41, 119] due to the limitations
of the depth sensor. To circumvent such problems, researchers exploit the interface
between the game engine and the graphics rendering system to collect large-scale
synthetic datasets [24, 65]. Our effort on synthetic training data generation is a con-
solidation of such work to the new task of future human motion prediction with scene
context.

3.2 Approach

In this chapter, we focus on long-term 3D human motion prediction that is
goal-directed and is under the influence of scene context. We approach this prob-
lem by constructing a learning framework that factorizes long-term human motions
into modeling their potential goal, planing 3D path and pose sequence, as shown in
Figure Figure 3.3. Concretely, given a N -step 2D human pose history X1:N and an
2D image1 of the scene I (the Nth video frame in our case), we want to predict the
next T -step 3D human poses together with their locations, denoted by a sequence
YN+1:N+T . We assume a known human skeleton consists of J keypoints, such that
X ∈ RJ×2,Y ∈ RJ×3. We also assume a known camera model parameterized by its
intrinsic matrix K ∈ R3. To denote a specific keypoint position, we use the super-

1We choose to represent the scene by RGB images rather than RGBD scans because they are
more readily available in many practical applications.
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<latexit sha1_base64="geSgEI3ast/N/Kx4y5xufsPgh+I=">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</latexit>

: scene image d

<latexit sha1_base64="7ar/4aahqsdaZfx91MHDR1OEUvo=">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</latexit>

: keypoint depthX

<latexit sha1_base64="xf4RGujTjKLVlZlLeMN5nCT2/6Q=">AAACbnicbVHfaxNBEN6crbaxta2CL1JcDIU+JXfSoPhU8MXHFpom0Atlbm8vWW5/sTunhuX+CF/1L/O/8E9wk+bBpA4MfHzfDDPzTWGl8JimvzvJk53dp8/29rvPDw5fHB2fvLz1pnGMj5iRxk0K8FwKzUcoUPKJdRxUIfm4qD8v9fFX7rww+gYXlk8VzLSoBAOM1DjkRUUn7f1xL+2nq6CPQbYGPbKOq/uTznVeGtYorpFJ8P4uSy1OAzgUTPK2mzeeW2A1zPhdhBoU99Ow2relZ5EpaWVcTI10xf7bEUB5v1BFrFSAc7+tLcn/aoXamBysWA6IpXSOaD8NBgxB942bDWwdc6V2c82/MaMU6DLkTIGr25CXQs/CMGvbTfn7hjxstw7F6uM0CG0b5Jo93Fk1kqKhS+9pKRxnKBcRAHMiWkXZHBwwjB/qxidk25Y/Brfv+9lFf3h90bt063fskTfkHTknGflALskXckVGhJGa/CA/ya/On+R1cpq8fShNOuueV2QjkvO/NSS+ig==</latexit>

: 2D human pose Y

<latexit sha1_base64="7h2EXN8+bwoK5jAsj3SetRd0Hqo=">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</latexit>

: 3D human pose

Ldest2D + LKL

<latexit sha1_base64="DxwQbutR60JB2nfFoHMHR3jp354=">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</latexit>

Ĥr
N+T

<latexit sha1_base64="gR+kFRDZ6NBQSgKRDZgy+T1B6i0=">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</latexit>

ŶN+1:N+T

<latexit sha1_base64="hVbq8UgQ5OETSfx0TtvxH1ubFn0=">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</latexit>

Ĥr
N+1:N+T

<latexit sha1_base64="lwFOy66kmjmBJziKyv0LJ/JyKPE=">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</latexit>

GoalNet PathNet PoseNet

Lpose3D

<latexit sha1_base64="32d+xI+0q153jRT8lBrmI9x+OjY=">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</latexit>

d̂r
1:N+T

<latexit sha1_base64="16l8mKEIIptKWCMZLegX7iQz3hA=">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</latexit>

Lpath2D + Lpath3D

<latexit sha1_base64="j2ASIfwdKCyZvpVO6hYUaBYeQz4=">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</latexit>

X1:N

<latexit sha1_base64="8gKob7KDCUtfYbI3WF2Z9pY4uF8=">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</latexit>

H1:J
1:N

<latexit sha1_base64="leFsdXw912A7mUYc887pHeZx9Kw=">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</latexit>

I

<latexit sha1_base64="7e8tjlBbC/AKupSkzPopkwC6uMA=">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</latexit>

F

<latexit sha1_base64="Hn8+lp+wFk6U5mFOk4MpiJ7bW08=">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</latexit>

Φ

<latexit sha1_base64="LnctwLQiiUmSADuapH/OgSJ+9oM=">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</latexit>

Ψ

<latexit sha1_base64="7ExUaTXpKq9EvO9l7lgSGmEa/Kk=">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</latexit>

Figure 3.3: Network architecture. Our pipeline contains three stages: GoalNet predicts 2D
motion destinations of the human based on the reference image and 2D pose heatmaps (Section 3.2.1);
PathNet plans the 3D global path of the human with the input of 2D heatmaps, 2D destination,
and the image (Section 3.2.2); PoseNet predicts 3D global human motion, i.e., the 3D human pose
sequences, following the predicted path (Section 3.2.3).

script of its index in the skeleton, e.g., Xr refers to the 2D location of the human
center (torso) indexed by r ∈ [1, J ].

We motivate and elaborate our modular design for each stage in the rest of the
section. Specifically, GoalNet learns to predict multiple possible human motion goals,
represented as 2D destinations in the image space, based on a 2D pose history and
the scene image. Next, PathNet learns to plan a 3D path towards each goal – the
3D location sequence of the human center (torso) – in conjunction with the scene
context. Finally, PoseNet predicts 3D human poses at each time step following the
predicted 3D path. In this way, the resulting 3D human motion has global movement
and is more plausible considering the surrounding scene.

Thanks to this modular design, our model can have either deterministic or
stochastic predictions. When deploying GoalNet, our model can sample multiple
destinations, which results in stochastic prediction of future human motion. If not
deploying GoalNet, our model generates single-mode prediction instead. We discuss
them in more detail in the rest of the section and evaluate both predictions in our
experiments.

3.2.1 GoalNet : Predicting 2D Path Destination

To understand long-term human motion, we must reason in terms of goals.
Instead of employing autoregressive models to generate poses step-by-step, we seek
to first directly predict the destination of the motion in the image space. We allow our
model to express uncertainty of human motion by learning a distribution of possible
motion destinations, instead of a single hypothesis. This gives rise to our GoalNet
denoted as F for sampling plausible 2D path destination.
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GoalNet learns a distribution of possible 2D destinations {X̂r
N+T} at the end

of the time horizon conditioned on the 2D pose history X1:N and the scene image I.
We parametrize each human keypoint Xj by a heatmap channel Hj which preserves
spatial correlation with the image context.

We employ GoalNet as a conditional variational auto-encoder [62]. The model
encodes the inputs into a latent z-space, from which we sample a random z vector
for decoding and predicting the target destination positions. Formally, we have

z ∼ Q(z|H1:J
1:N , I) ≡ N (µ,σ), where µ,σ = Fenc(H

1:J
1:N , I). (3.1)

In this way, we estimate a variational posteriorQ by assuming a Gaussian information
bottleneck using the decoder. Next, given a sampled z latent vector, we learn to
predict our target destination heatmap with our GoalNet decoder,

Ĥr
N+T = Fdec(z, I), (3.2)

where we additionally condition the decoding process on the scene image. We use soft-
argmax [125] to extract the 2D human motion destination X̂r

N+T from this heatmap

Ĥr
N+T . We choose to use soft-argmax operation because it is differentiable and can

produce sub-pixel locations. By constructing GoalNet, we have

Ĥr
N+T = F(I,H1:J

1:N). (3.3)

We train GoalNet by minimizing two objectives: (1) the destination prediction error
and (2) the KL-divergence between the estimated variational posteriorQ and a normal
distribution N (0,1):

Ldest2D = ‖Xr
N+T − X̂r

N+T‖1,
LKL = KL

[
Q
(
z|H1:J

1:N , I
)
||N (0, 1)

]
,

(3.4)

where we weigh equally between them. During testing, our GoalNet is able to sample
a set of latent variables {z} from N (0,1) and map them to multiple plausible 2D
destinations {Ĥr

N+T}.

3.2.2 PathNet : Planning 3D Path towards Destination

With predicted destinations in the image space, our method further predicts 3D
paths (human center locations per timestep) towards each destination. The desti-
nation determines where to move while the scene context determines how to move.
We design a network that exploits both the 2D destination and the image for future
3D path planning. A key design choice we make here is that, instead of directly
regressing 3D global coordinate values of human paths, we represent the 3D path as
a combination of 2D path heatmaps and the depth values of the human center over
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time. This 3D path representation facilitates training as validated in our experiments
(Section 3.4.3).

As shown in Figure 3.3, our PathNet Φ takes the scene image I, the 2D pose
history H1:J

1:N , and the 2D destination assignment Ĥr
N+T as inputs, and predicts global

3D path represented as (Ĥr
N+1:N+T , d̂

r
1:N+T ), where d̂rt ∈ R denotes the depth of

human center at time t:

Ĥr
N+1:N+T , d̂

r
1:N+T = Φ(I,X1:J

1:N ,X
r
N+T ). (3.5)

We use soft-argmax to extract the resulting 2D path X̂r
N+1:N+T from predicted heatmaps

Ĥr
N+1:N+T . Finally, we obtain the 3D path Ŷr

1:N+T by back-projecting the 2D path

into the 3D camera coordinate frame using the human center depth d̂r
1:N+T and cam-

era intrinsics K.
We use Hourglass54 [72, 96] as the backbone of PathNet to encode both the

input image and 2D pose heatmaps. The network has two branches where the first
branch predicts 2D path heatmaps and the second branch predicts the depth of the
human torso.

We train our PathNet using two supervisions. We supervise our path predictions
with ground-truth 2D heatmaps:

Lpath2D = ‖Xr
N+1:N+T − X̂r

N+1:N+T‖1. (3.6)

We also supervise path predictions with 3D path coordinates, while encouraging
smooth predictions by penalizing large positional changes between consecutive frames:

Lpath3D = ‖Yr
1:N+T − Ŷr

1:N+T‖1 + ‖Ŷr
1:N+T−1 − Ŷr

2:N+T‖1. (3.7)

These losses are summed together with equal weight as the final training loss. During
training, we use the ground-truth destination to train our PathNet, while during
testing, we can use predictions from the GoalNet.

The GoalNet and PathNet we describe so far enable sampling multiple 3D paths
during inference. We thus refer to it as the stochastic mode of the model. The
modular design of GoalNet and PathNet is flexible. By removing GoalNet and input
Xr

N+T from Equation 3.5, we can directly use PathNet to produce deterministic 3D
path predictions. We study these two modes, deterministic and stochastic mode, in
our experiments.

3.2.3 PoseNet : Generating 3D Pose following Path

With the predicted 3D path Ŷr
1:N+T and 2D pose history X1:N , we use the

transformer network [142] as our PoseNet Ψ to predict 3D poses following such path.
Instead of predicting the 3D poses from scratch, we first lift 2D pose history into 3D
to obtain a noisy 3D human pose sequence Ȳ1:N+T as input, and further use Ψ to
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refine them to obtain the final prediction. Our initial estimation consists of two steps.
We first obtain a noisy 3D poses Ȳ1:N by back-projecting 2D pose history X1:N into
3D using the human torso depth d̂r

1:N and camera intrinsics K. We next replicate the
present 3D pose ȲN to each of the predicted future 3D path location for an initial
estimation of future 3D poses ȲN+1:N+T . We then concatenate both estimations
together to form Ȳ1:N+T as input to our PoseNet:

ŶN+1:N+T = Ψ(Ȳ1:N+T ). (3.8)

The training objective for PoseNet is to minimize the distance between the 3D pose
prediction and the ground-truth defined as:

Lpose3D = ‖YN+1:N+T − ŶN+1:N+T‖1. (3.9)

During training, ground-truth 3D path Yr
1:N+T is used for estimating coarse 3D pose

input. During testing, we use the predicted 3D path Ŷr
1:N+T from PathNet.

3.3 GTA Indoor Motion Dataset

We introduce the GTA Indoor Motion dataset (GTA-IM) that emphasizes human-
scene interactions. Our motivation for this dataset is that existing real datasets on
human-scene interaction [41, 119] have relatively noisy 3D human pose annotations
and limited long-range human motion limited by depth sensors. On the other hand,
existing synthetic human datasets [24, 65] focus on the task of human pose estima-
tion or parts segmentation and sample data in wide-open outdoor scenes with limited
interactable objects.

To overcome the above issues, we spend extensive efforts in collecting a synthetic
dataset by developing an interface with the game engine for controlling characters,
cameras, and action tasks in a fully automatic manner. For each character, we ran-
domize the goal destination inside the 3D scene, the specific task to do, the walking
style, and the movement speed. We control the lighting condition by changing dif-
ferent weather conditions and daytime. We also diversify the camera location and
viewing angle over a sphere around the actor such that it points towards the actor.
We use in-game ray tracing API and synchronized human segmentation map to track
actors. The collected actions include climbing the stairs, lying down, sitting, opening
the door, and etc. – a set of basic activities within indoor scenes. For example,
the character has 22 walking styles including 10 female and 12 male walking styles.
All of these factors enable us to collect a diverse and realistic dataset with accurate
annotations for our challenging task.

In total, we collect one million RGBD frames of 1920 × 1080 resolution with
the ground-truth 3D human pose (98 joints), human segmentation, and camera pose.
Some examples are shown in Figure 3.4. The dataset contains 50 human characters
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Figure 3.4: Sample RGBD images from GTA-IM dataset. Our dataset contains realis-
tic RGB images (visualized with the 2D pose), accurate depth maps, and clean 3D human pose
annotations.

acting inside 10 different large indoor scenes. Each scene has several floors, including
living rooms, bedrooms, kitchens, balconies, and etc., enabling diverse interaction
activities.

3.4 Evaluation

We perform extensive quantitative and qualitative evaluations of our future 3D
human path and motion predictions. The rest of this section is organized as follows:
We first describe the datasets we use in Section 3.4.1. We then elaborate on our quan-
titative evaluation metrics and strong baselines in Section 3.4.2. Further, we show
our quantitative and qualitative improvement over previous methods in Section 3.4.3.
Finally, we evaluate our long-term predictions and show qualitative results of desti-
nation samples and final 3D pose results in Section 3.4.4. We discussed some failure
cases in Section 3.4.5.

3.4.1 Datasets

GTA-IM: We train and test our model on our collected dataset as described in
Section 3.3. We split 8 scenes for training and 2 scenes for evaluation. We choose 21
out of 98 human joints provided from the dataset. We convert both the 3D path and
the 3D pose into the camera coordinate frame for both training and evaluation.

PROX: Proximal Relationships with Object eXclusion (PROX) is a new dataset
captured using the Kinect-One sensor by Hassan et al. [41]. It comprises of 12 different
3D scenes and RGB sequences of 20 subjects moving in and interacting with the
scenes. We split the dataset with 52 training sequences and 8 sequences for testing.
Also, we extract 18 joints from the SMPL-X model [99] from the provided human
pose parameters.
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Figure 3.5: Qualitative results on long-term stochastic prediction. In each example, we
first show the input image with 2D pose histories and then our stochastic predictions. In the first
example (1st and 2nd row), we show five different future human movement predictions by sampling
different human “goals”, e.g., turning left to climb upstairs, or going straight through the hallway.
For the following examples at each row, we only show two stochastic predictions per example due to
space limitation. Our method can generate diverse human motion, e.g., turning left/right, walking
straight, taking a u-turn, standing up from sitting, and laying back on the sofa.
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3.4.2 Evaluation Metric and Baselines

Metrics: We use the Mean Per Joint Position Error (MPJPE) [51] as a metric for
quantitatively evaluating both the 3D path and 3D pose prediction. We report the
performance at different time steps (seconds) in millimeters (mm).

Baselines: To the best of our knowledge, there exists no prior work that predicts
3D human pose with global movement using 2D pose sequence as input. Thus, we
propose three strong baselines for comparison with our method. For the first baseline,
we combine the recent 2D-to-3D human pose estimation method [100] and 3D human
pose prediction method [157]. For the second baseline, we use Transformer [142],
the state-of-the-art sequence-to-sequence model, to perform 3D prediction directly
from 2D inputs treating the entire problem as a single-stage sequence to sequence
task. For the third baseline, we compare with is constructed by first predicting the
future 2D human pose using [142] from inputs and then lifting the predicted pose
into 3D using [100]. Note that none of these baselines consider scene context or deal
with uncertainty in their future predictions. We train all models on both datasets
for two-second-long prediction based on 1-second-long history and report their best
performance for comparison.

3.4.3 Comparison with Baselines

In this section, we perform quantitative evaluations of our method in the two
datasets. We also show some qualitative comparisons in Figure 3.6. We evaluate
the two modes of our model: the stochastic mode that can generate multiple future
predictions by sampling different 2D destinations from the GoalNet; and the deter-
ministic mode that can generate one identical prediction without deploying GoalNet.

GTA-IM: The quantitative evaluation of 3D path and 3D pose prediction in GTA-
IM dataset is shown in Table 3.1. Our deterministic model with image input can
outperform the other methods by a margin, i.e., with an average error of 173 mm vs.
193 mm. When using sampling during inference, the method can generate multiple
hypotheses of the future 3D pose sequence. We evaluate different numbers of samples
and select the predictions among all samples that best matches ground truth to report
the error. We find using four samples during inference can match the performance
of our deterministic model (173 mm error), while using ten samples, we further cut
down the error to 165 mm. These results validate that our stochastic model can help
deal with the uncertainty of future human motion and outperform the deterministic
baselines with few samples.

As an ablation, we directly regress 3D coordinates (“Ours w/ xyz.” in the
Table 3.1) and observe an overall error that is 18 mm higher than the error of our
deterministic model (191 mm vs. 173 mm). This validates that representing the 3D
path as the depth and 2D heatmap of the human center is better due to its strong
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3D path error (mm) 3D pose error (mm)

Time step (second) 0.5 1 1.5 2 0.5 1 1.5 2 All ↓
TR [142] 277 352 457 603 291 374 489 641 406
TR [142] + VP [100] 157 240 358 494 174 267 388 526 211
VP [100] + LTD [157] 124 194 276 367 121 180 249 330 193

Ours (deterministic) 104 163 219 297 91 158 237 328 173

Ours (samples=4) 114 162 227 310 94 161 236 323 173
Ours (samples=10) 110 154 213 289 90 154 224 306 165

Ours w/ xyz. output 122 179 252 336 101 177 262 359 191
Ours w/o image 128 177 242 320 99 179 271 367 196
Ours w/ masked image 120 168 235 314 96 170 265 358 189
Ours w/ RGBD input 100 138 193 262 93 160 235 322 172
Ours w/ GT destination 104 125 146 170 85 133 178 234 137

Table 3.1: Evaluation results in GTA-IM dataset. We compare other baselines in terms of
3D path and pose error. The last column (All) is the mean average error of the entire prediction
over all time steps. VP denotes Pavllo et al. [100], TR denotes transformer [142] and LTD denotes
Wei et al. [157]. GT stands for ground-truth, xyz. stands for directly regressing 3D coordinates of
the path. We report the error of our stochastic predictions with varying number of samples.

correlation to the image appearance. We also ablates different types of input to our
model. Without image input, the average error is 23 mm higher. With only masked
images input, i.e., replacing pixels outside human crop by ImageNet mean pixel values,
the error is 16 mm highe. This validates that using full image to encode scene context
is more helpful than only observing cropped human image, especially for long-term
prediction. Using both color and depth image as input (“Ours w/ RGBD input”),
the average error is 172 mm which is similar to the model with RGB input. This
indicates that our model implicitly learns to reason about depth information from
2D input. If we use ground-truth 2D destinations instead of predicted ones, and the
overall error decreases down to 137 mm. It implies that the uncertainty of the future
destination is the major source of difficulty in this problem.

PROX: The evaluation results in Table 3.2 demonstrate that our method outperforms
the previous state of the art in terms of mean MPJPE of all time steps, 270 mm
vs. 282 mm. Overall, we share the same conclusion as the comparisons in GTA-
IM dataset. When using sampling during inference, three samples during inference
can beat the performance of our deterministic model (264 mm vs. 270 mm), while
using ten samples, the error decreases to 249 mm. Note that these improvements
are more prominent than what we observe on GTA-IM benchmark. This is because
the uncertainty of future motion in the real dataset is larger. Therefore, stochastic
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3D path error (mm) 3D pose error (mm)

Time step (second) 0.5 1 1.5 2 0.5 1 1.5 2 All ↓
TR [142] 487 583 682 783 512 603 698 801 615
TR [142] + VP [100] 262 358 461 548 297 398 502 590 326
VP [100] + LTD [157] 194 263 332 394 216 274 335 394 282

Ours w/o GTA-IM pretrain 192 258 336 419 192 273 352 426 280
Ours (deterministic) 189 245 317 389 190 264 335 406 270

Ours (samples=3) 192 245 311 398 187 258 328 397 264
Ours (samples=6) 185 229 285 368 184 249 312 377 254
Ours (samples=10) 181 222 273 354 182 244 304 367 249

Ours w/ gt destination 193 223 234 237 195 235 276 321 237

Table 3.2: Evaluation results in PROX dataset. We compare other baselines in terms of 3D
future path and pose prediction. VP denotes Pavllo et al. [100], TR denotes transformer [142] and
LTD denotes Wei et al. [157]. GT stands for ground-truth. We rank all methods using mean average
error of the entire prediction (last column).

predictions have more advantage.
Moreover, we find that pre-training in GTA-IM dataset can achieve better per-

formance (270 mm vs. 280 mm). Our method exploits the image context and tends
to overfit in PROX dataset because it is less diverse in terms of camera poses and
background appearance (both are constant per video sequence). Pre-training in our
synthetic dataset with diverse appearance and clean annotations can help prevent
overfitting and boost the final performance.

Qualitative comparison: In Figure 3.6, we show qualitative comparison with the
baseline of VP [100] and LTD [157]. This baseline is quantitatively competitive as
shown in Table 3.1 and 3.2. However, without considering scene context, their pre-
dicted results may not be feasible inside the 3D scene, e.g., the person cannot go
through a table or sofa. In contrast, our model implicitly learns the scene constraints
from the image and can generate more plausible 3D human motion in practice.

3.4.4 Evaluation on Longer-term Predictions

To demonstrate our method can predict future human motion for more than 2
seconds, we train another model to produce the 3-second-long future prediction. In
Figure Figure 3.7, we show the self-comparisons between our stochastic predictions
and deterministic predictions. Our stochastic models can beat their deterministic
counterpart using 5 samples. With increasing number of samples, the testing error
decreases accordingly. The error gap between deterministic results and stochastic
results becomes larger at the later stage of the prediction, i.e., more than 100 mm
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Figure 3.6: Qualitative comparison. We visualize the input (a), the results of VP[100] and
LTD [157] (b) and our results (c) in the ground-truth 3D mesh. The color of pose is changed over
timesteps according to the color bar. The first example includes both top-down and side view. From
the visualization, we can observe some collisions between the baseline results and the 3D scene, while
our predicted motion are more plausible by taking the scene context into consideration.

difference at 3 second time step. This indicates the advantage of the stochastic model
in long-term future motion prediction.

We show qualitative results of our stochastic predictions on movement desti-
nations in Figure 3.8, and long-term future motion in Figure 3.5. Our method can
generate diverse human movement destination, and realistic 3D future human mo-
tion by considering the environment, e.g., turning left/right, walking straight, taking
a U-turn, climbing stairs, standing up from sitting, and laying back on the sofa.
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(a) predicted 3D paths (b) predicted 3D poses

Figure 3.7: Comparison between our stochastic predictions and deterministic predic-
tions. We show error curves of predicted (a) 3D paths and (b) 3D poses with varying numbers of
samples over varying timesteps on GTA-IM dataset. In all plots, we find that our stochastic model
can achieve better results with a small number of samples, especially in the long-term prediction
(within 2-3 second time span).

Figure 3.8: Destination sampling results. In each image, the blue dots denote the path
history, the green dots are ground-truth future destination, red dots are sample destinations from
the GoalNet which we draw 30 times from the standard Gaussian. Our method can generate diverse
plausible motion destination samples which leads to different activities.

3.4.5 Failure cases

Our model implicitly learns scene constraints in a data-driven manner from
large amounts of training data, and can produce consistent 3D human paths without
serious collision comparing to previous methods which do not take scene context into
consideration as shown in Figure 3.6. However, without assuming we have access to
the pre-reconstructed 3D mesh and using expensive offline optimization as [41], the
resulting 3D poses may not strictly meet all physical constraints of the 3D scene ge-
ometry. Some failure cases are shown in Figure 3.9. In the red circled area, we observe
small intersections between the human feet and the 3D scene mesh, e.g., the ground
floor or the bed. This issue could be relieved by integrating multi-view/temporal im-
ages as input to the learning system to recover the 3D scene better. The resulting 3D
scene could be further used to enforce explicit scene geometry constraints for refining
the 3D poses. We leave this to the future work.
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Figure 3.9: Visualization of failure cases. In each red circle area, we observe the intersection
between the human feet and the 3D mesh, e.g., the bed.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we study the challenging task of long-term 3D human motion pre-
diction with only 2D input. This research problem is very relevant to many real-world
applications where understanding and predicting feasible human motion considering
the surrounding space is critical, e.g., a home service robot collaborating with the
moving people, AR glass providing navigation guide to visually impaired people, and
autonomous vehicle planning the action considering the safety of pedestrians. We
present an initial attempt in attacking the problem by contributing a new dataset
with diverse human-scene interactions and clean 3D annotations. We also propose
the first method that can predict long-term stochastic 3D future human motion from
2D inputs, while taking the scene context into consideration. There are still many
aspects in this problem that can be explored in the future, such as how to effectively
evaluate the naturalness and feasibility of the stochastic human motion predictions,
and how to incorporate information of dynamic objects and multiple moving people
inside the scene.
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Chapter 4

Perceiving Hand-Object
Interaction

Our hands are the primary way we interact with objects in the world. In turn,
we designed our world with hands in mind. Therefore, understanding hand-object
interactions is an important ingredient for building agents that perceive and act in
the real world. For example, it can allow them to learn object affordances [34], infer
human intents [90], and learn manipulation skills from humans [104, 107, 86].

What does it mean to understand hand-object interactions? We argue that
fully capturing the richness of hand-object interactions requires 3D understanding.

Figure 4.1: Reconstructions in the wild. For each row, we show the input image (top),
the reconstructed hand and object in two different viewpoints (bottom). Our method can achieve
compelling results for a variety of object categories, grasp types, and interaction scenarios.
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Figure 4.2: Images from existing hand-object dataset. The reality gap between the existing
in-the-lab datasets with 3D annotations (left) and in-the-wild images (right) is large.

In general, recovering 3D from a single RGB image is an under-constrained problem.
In the case of hand-object interactions, the problem is even more challenging due to
heavy occlusions that occur during object manipulation, a wide range of small daily
objects that are not even present in labeled recognition datasets, and fine-grained
interactions with complex contacts that are difficult to model.

Overall, our community has made substantial progress toward this goal. How-
ever, due to the difficulty in obtaining 3D annotations in the wild, the data collection
efforts have focused mainly on in-the-lab setting [39, 176, 29, 9, 129]. As shown in
Figure 4.2, there is a large reality gap between the existing in-the-lab settings and
the richness of environments and interactions found in images in the wild. Indeed,
as shown in Table 4.1, existing datasets have a limited number of participants and
objects.

In this chapter, we make two main contributions: (1) we develop a new technique
for reconstructing 3D hands and objects from single images in-the-wild, called RHO
for Reconstructing Hands and Objects and (2) we use this technique in conjunction
with human intervention to create a new 3D dataset of humans Manipulating Objects
in-the-Wild, that we call MOW.

Specifically, RHOI is a new optimization-based method for reconstructing hand-
object interactions in the wild. The core idea is to leverage 2D image cues and
3D contact priors to provide constraints. RHOI consists of four steps: hand pose
estimation using 2D hand keypoints, object pose estimation using 2D object mask and
depth via differentiable rendering, joint optimization for hand-object configuration in
3D, and pose refinement using 3D contact priors.

A key feature of our method is the ability to deal with a wide variety of objects in
the wild—an order of magnitude more than any previous work in hand-object recon-
struction or general object reconstruction areas. This required several innovations.
First, a new insight that segmentation masks for unknown object categories can be
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HO3D [39] CP [9] GRAB [129] Ours

setting lab lab lab wild

data type video video mocap image

particip. 10 50 10 450

objects 10 25 51 121

Table 4.1: Existing 3D hand-object datasets. Our dataset contains in-the-wild images, as
shown in Figure 4.2 right, and a large number of different participants and objects.

obtained using available recognition models. Second, a scalable data-driven way to
enforce contact priors using a large collection of mocap data recorded in the lab.

We compare RHOI to existing approaches quantitatively in the lab settings
where ground truth annotations are available and qualitatively on in-the-wild images.
We find that RHOI performs better or on par with the state-of-the-art method on
in-the-lab datasets. Moreover, we show that the existing approaches struggle on
challenging in-the-wild images reinforcing the need for the dataset we collect.

We employ our method as part of a semi-automatic data annotation process.
Specifically, we use human intervention for two reasons. First, to find and prepare
the appropriate 3D model for the object being manipulated in the image. Second, to
ensure high quality annotations by verifying and adjusting the results of our method
in an iterative fashion. Using this procedure, we annotate 500 images from the EPIC
Kitchens [21] and the 100 Days of Hands dataset [120]. These depict a rich diversity
of manipulation actions, which we augment with newly collected 3D object models
from 121 object categories, 3D object poses, and 3D hand poses.

Our collected dataset in the wild, MOW, can be useful in many ways. It enables
us to study and understand human manipulation actions using in-the-wild data. In-
deed, the analysis presented in our work already leads to interesting findings that
have not been shown before outside the lab settings. For example, we discover a
low-dimensional embedding whose first dimension corresponds to the closure of the
grasp (Figure 4.8).

In summary, our key contributions are: (1) We present a novel optimization-
based procedure, RHOI, that is able to reconstruct hand-object interactions in the
wild across diverse object categories; (2) We show quantitative and qualitative im-
provements over existing methods, especially on in-the-wild setting; (3) We contribute
a new 3D dataset, MOW, of 500 images in the wild, spanning 121 object categories
with annotation of instance category, 3D object models, 3D hand pose, and object
pose annotation.
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4.1 Background

3D hand pose estimation. Many previous works on hand pose estimation di-
rectly predict 3D joint locations from either depth [121, 124, 128, 139, 164, 168, 94]
or RGB [112, 95, 12, 161, 175] images. Some recent works predict 3D hand joint
rotations and shape parameters of parametric hand models such as MANO [113].
Fitting-based approaches [99, 159, 66] fit such parametric models to 2D keypoint
detections to optimize 3D hand parameters. Learning-based approaches [173, 114]
utilize deep networks to directly predict the hand parameter from RGB image in-
put. Recently, [67, 66] proposes to use mesh convolution to directly predict 3D hand
mesh reconstruction. We use a learning-based method [114] to obtain the initial hand
pose estimation and further improve the result by imposing constraints on 2D hand
keypoints and 3D hand-object contact priors.

3D object pose estimation. There are many existing works on estimating 3D
object pose from a single image. Some approaches [136, 68, 36, 69] utilize neural
network to predict the object shape, translation, and global orientation in the cam-
era coordinate. These methods are trained with limited object categories and have
difficulty generalizing to new objects. On the other hand, some approaches [79, 92,
160, 170, 126, 118] assume known 3D object model and focus on 6DOF object pose
prediction. In this chapter, we take a fitting-based approach similar to [126, 170].
Our main novelty is the usage of a depth loss term which improves the results by
imposing object shape constraints.

3D hand and object pose estimation. Early approaches in modeling hand and
object require the input of multi-view image [97] or RGB-D sequence [139]. Recently,
[44] proposes a deep model trained on synthetic data to reconstruct hand and object
meshes from a monocular RGB image. [133] designs a neural network to jointly
predict 3D hand pose and 3D object bounding boxes with a focus on egocentric
scenarios. [43] proposes to leverage photometric consistency from temporal frames
as additional signal for training the model with sparse set of annotated data. All
these approaches were trained and tested on in-the-lab or synthetic datasets. In this
chapter, we propose an approach without 3D supervision and we are the first to
achieve good hand-object results in the wild from a single image.

3D hand-object datasets. Early datasets in hand grasping scenario requires man-
ual annotations [123] or depth tracking [139] to obtain the ground truth, resulting
in limited dataset size. To avoid the manual efforts, [29] uses motion capture sys-
tem with magnetic sensors to collect annotations. [44] uses simulation to collect a
synthetic hand-object dataset. [176, 39] introduces large-scale dataset with 3D anno-
tation optimized from multi-view setups. Some recent datasets [8, 9, 129] also provide
annotation for hand-object contact area in addition to 3D hand pose and object pose.
The contact area is collected from either thermal sensor [8, 9] or marker-based MoCap
system. All these datasets are of great efforts in modeling 3D hand-object interaction,
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Figure 4.3: Method. In this chapter, we present an optimization-based method, called RHOI,
that leverages 2D image cues and 3D contact priors for reconstructing hand-object interactions in
the wild. It consists of four steps: (a) hand pose estimation by 2D keypoints fitting, (b) object pose
estimation via differentiable rendering, (c) joint optimization for hand-object configuration, and (d)
pose refinement using 3D contact priors learnt from mocap data.

however, they can only be collected in the lab setting due to the specific camera setup.
As a result, limited number of participants and objects are present in them (as in Ta-
ble 4.1). In this chapter, we contribute a dataset with in-the-wild images and diverse
object categories. 3D annotations are obtained by running our optimization-based
method and human intervention to achieve high quality.

Optimizing 3D interactions. Our method is in line with recent optimization-based
approaches for modeling 3D interactions between human and scene [42], human and
objects [170], and among multiple persons [55]. To obtain good 3D reconstructions,
these methods require extra 3D input. For example, [42] requires the input of full 3D
reconstructed scene mesh to impose geometry constraints. [170] requires manually
labeling human-object mesh vertices for fine-grained interaction pairs and is only
applied to 8 object categories in COCO [80]. In this chapter, we focus on modeling
hand-object interactions. Our key advantage is the ability to deal with diverse objects
in the wild without extra input. We propose to model contact priors using a scalable
data-driven approach that levarages the available 3D mocap data. Together with a
new method to obtain object masks, our approach is shown to be able to reconstruct
hand interactions with 121 different object categories.

4.2 Method

We first describe our method for reconstructing hand-object interactions in the
wild, called RHOI. As shown in Figure 4.3, it involves 4 steps: estimating the hand
pose, the object pose, their 3D configuration jointly, and finally refining the pose
using 3D contact priors. Intermediate results from each step are shown in Figure 4.4.
We describe each step next. We note that while RHOI can be applied to multiple
hands and objects, we assume a single pair for brevity. We will then evaluate RHOI,
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then discuss how we curate our new dataset MOW and its analysis in the following
sections.

4.2.1 Hand Pose Estimation

The first step of RHOI involves hand pose estimation (Figure 4.3a). Given an
input image, we aim to reconstruct the full 3D hand mesh. We use a learning-based
method to obtain the initial result and further improve the estimation by fitting it to
2D hand keypoints.

In particular, we represent the hand using a parametric model defined by MANO [113]:
Vh = H(θ,β), where θ ∈ R3×15 and β ∈ R10 are the pose and shape parameters, re-
spectively. Taking a single RGB image as input, we use FrankMocap [114] to estimate
the weak-perspective camera model Πh = (tx, ty, sh), and initial 3D hand parameters
θ and β. We further optimize the hand pose by fitting to 2D hand keypoints obtained
from [14, 122].

The hand pose optimization objective is to minimize the difference between 2D
keypoints detection and 2D projection of 3D hand keypoints:

θ∗,β∗ = arg min
θ,β

Ljoints + Lreg, (4.1)

consisting of a 2D keypoints distance term Ljoints and a regularization term Lreg for
hand shape β.

We convert the weak-perspective to perspective camera by assuming a fixed focal
length f . The depth of the hand is approximated by the focal length divided by the
camera scale sh. We obtain the final hand vertices by:

V ∗h = H(θ∗,β∗) + [tx, ty, f/sh], (4.2)

4.2.2 Object Pose Estimation

In the next step of our method, Figure 4.3b, we recover the object pose using
an analysis-by-synthesis approach. Given an input image and 3D model, we want to
optimize the object scale s ∈ R, 3D rotation R ∈ SO(3), and translation T ∈ R3. We
use a differentiable renderer [59] to render 3D model into 2D mask and depth maps.
By comparing the rendered mask/depth with the targets, we compute the gradients
to update the object parameters.

Object mask estimation. How can we obtain good objects masks for diverse
objects in images in the wild? Modern 2D recognition models trained on large labeled
datasets can provide reasonable predictions on real-world data [106]. However, in our
case, we require instance masks for a range of object categories that are not even
present in the available labeled datasets (e.g., spatula, pliers, mic, etc.). Thus, we
cannot expect the available models to recognize the objects correctly in our setting.
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Figure 4.4: Intermediate results. Top row: input images. 2nd row: results from individually
optimizing hand and object. 3rd row: results from joint optimization (two viewpoints per example).
Bottom row: results after refinement.

Our key insight is that even if the predicted categories are incorrect, the instance
masks are still quite reasonable for a variety of objects. For example, the models do
not know what a spatula is called but are still able to segment it.

With this observation, we use available recognition models to estimate instance
mask ignoring the category information. Specifically, we use PointRend model [63]
trained on COCO [80]. For all object instances predictions in the image, we decide
the instance that the hand is interacting with by running a hand detector [120].
The instance with highest IoU with the detected hand bounding box is selected.
This automatic way allows us obtain instance masks for more than 100 daily object
categories as shown in Section 4.4.3.

Mask loss. Given the estimated object mask, we optimize the object pose via
differentiable rendering. In particular, we define the object mask loss as the L1
difference between the rendered and the estimated object masks:

Lmask = ‖NRm(s,R,T )−M‖, (4.3)

where NR(·) denotes the differentiable rendering operation which renders the 3D mesh
into the 2D mask.

Depth loss. While the 2D mask loss is sufficient in some cases, it does not capture
geometry information and can be ambiguous—multiple object poses can lead to sim-
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ilar 2D masks. To overcome this, we employ a new loss term which fits 3D model to
the depth map D estimated using [108]:

Ldepth = ‖NRd(s,R,T )−D‖, (4.4)

Object pose objective. Combining the mask and depth losses, we obtain the object
pose estimation objective:

s∗,R∗,T ∗ = arg min
s,R,T

Lmask + Ldepth, (4.5)

We perform the optimization in the image region centered on the object. We start
with a number of randomly initialized poses and select the one that leads to the lowest
loss.

4.2.3 Joint Optimization

In this section, we describe how to jointly optimize the 3D hand and object
results from previous sections (Figure 4.3c). Naively putting them together may
result in implausible hand-object reconstructions (Figure 4.4, row 2), i.e., the hand
and object are far away from each other in 3D or having interpenetration. This issue
is caused by the depth and scale ambiguity given only 2D input: a large object distant
from the camera can have the same rendering result in 2D as a smaller object closer
to the camera. To help resolve the ambiguity, we impose additional constraints based
on hand-object distance and collision.

Interaction loss. The reconstructed hand and object could be distant in 3D space.
However, when the hand is interacting with objects, their distance should be small.
To push the interaction pair closer in 3D, we define an interaction loss based on their
chamfer distance:

Ldist =
1

|Vo|
∑
x∈Vo

min
y∈Vh

‖x− y‖2 +
1

|Vh|
∑
y∈Vh

min
x∈Vo

‖x− y‖2. (4.6)

For each vertex in the mesh, chamfer distance function finds the nearest point in the
other point set, and sums up the distances. We find this loss term to be helpful in
correcting the object scale by moving it closer to the hand.

Collision loss. Using the interaction loss alone may result in implausible artifacts,
e.g., hand colliding with the object. To resolve the issue, we add an interpenetration
loss term to penalize the object vertices that are inside the hand mesh. We use the
Signed Distance Field (SDF) from the hand mesh to check if any object vertex is
inside the hand. We first calculate a tight box around the hand and voxelize it as a
3D grid for storing the SDF value. We use a modified SDF function φ for the hand
mesh:

φ(c) = −min(SDF(cx, cy, cz), 0). (4.7)
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Figure 4.5: Qualitative results. Our method produces reconstructions of reasonably high-quality
across a range of viewpoints, activities, and objects (see also the supplement).

For each voxel cell c = (cx, cy, cz) in the 3D grid, if the cell is inside the hand mesh,
φ takes positive values, proportional to the distance from the hand surface, while φ
is 0 outside of the hand mesh. Then, the interpenetration loss can be calculated as:

Lcollision =
∑
v∈V ∗

o

φ(v), (4.8)

where φ(v) samples the SDF value of each object vertex v from the 3D hand grid in
a differentiable way.

Joint objective. By incorporating the loss terms from object pose estimation, we
obtain the overall objective for jointly optimizing the hand and the object:

L = λ1Lmask + λ2Ldepth + λ3Ldist + λ4Lcollision. (4.9)

4.2.4 Pose Refinement

A physically plausible hand-object reconstruction should not only be collision-
free, but also have enough hand-object contact area to support the action. However,
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the interaction loss described in Section 4.2.3 does not take into account the fine-
grained hand-object contact. To further refine the 3D reconstruction, we impose
constraints on the hand-object contact as the final step of RHOI (Figure 4.3d).

Addressing this issue would be easy if we had per-vertex contact area annotation
for both hand and object as we could enforce the contact region to be closer. However,
obtaining such annotations for large collection of in-the-wild images is challenging.
As a more scalable solution, we learn 3D contact priors from a large-scale hand mocap
dataset [129]. The priors include the region of an object that the person is likely to
contact. For example, human is more likely to hold the mug by its handle.

Given the hand mesh and object mesh obtained from the joint optimization, we
want to update the hand pose so that it has more reasonable contact with the object.
We train a small network to perform hand pose refinement.

The input to the network are the initial hand parameters (θ, γ) and the distance
field F from the hand vertices V ∗h to the object vertices V ∗o . For each hand vertex
vh, we compute the distance to its nearest object vertex:

F (vh) = min
vo∈V ∗

o

‖vh − vo‖22 (4.10)

Then, the network refines the hand parameters (θ,β) in an iterative fashion. After
each iteration, the distance field between hand and object is updated so that it can
be used as input to the next step. The training data is obtained by perturbing the
ground-truth hand pose parameters and translation to simulate noisy input estimates.
As shown in Figure 4.4, we can observe that the results after refinement (4th row)
can reconstruct more realistic interaction between hand and object than the previous
step (3rd row).

4.3 Method Evaluation

In this section, we compare our method to existing methings in two settings:
quantitatively in the lab and qualitatively in the wild. We further present ablation
studies of different aspect of our method.

4.3.1 Quantitative Comparison in the Lab

In Table 4.2, we perform quantitative evaluation of our method in the HO3D
dataset [39] and FPH dataset [29]. HO3D [39] dataset contains 3D annotations
for both the hand and object of 68 video sequences, 10 subjects, and 10 objects.
FPHA [29] dataset utilizes a MoCap system to capture hand-object interaction. 3D
object pose annotations are available for 4 objects and subset of videos. We follow
the same testing split as [43] for comparison.

Method for comparison We compare against the state-of-the-art (SOTA) ap-
proach [43] with the same input of monocular RGB image and the known 3D object
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Figure 4.6: Qualitative comparison in the wild. Compared to existing method [43], our
approach produces better hand-object reconstruction across diverse object categories.

model. [43] uses a feed-forward neural network to predict 3D hand pose and object
pose where its single-frame model with full 3D supervision shows SOTA performance.

Evaluation metric. We report the mean average error (MAE) over 21 hand joints.
The error measures the Euclidean distance between predictions and ground truth.
Following [39], we calculate the error after aligning hand root position and global
scale with the ground-truth.

For evaluating object pose, we calculate the Chamfer distance between ground-
truth object vertices and predicted object vertices (obtained by rotating the input
CAD model with the predicted object pose).

Results. Table 4.2 shows our method achieves better accuracy than [43] in 3D hand
and object error. In HO3D dataset (left table), our predictions have smaller hand
joint error of 9.7 mm vs. 14.7 mm and smaller object Chamfer distance of 19.9 vs.
26.8. In FPHA dataset (right table), our method achieves smaller hand joints error
(14.2 mm vs. 18.0 mm). Our object error is slightly larger than [43]. The main
reason is that [43] uses the action split of FPHA, i.e., same objects with different
action labels are used for training and testing. In comparison, our method are tested
directly without 3D supervision in those datasets.

4.3.2 Qualitative Comparison in the Wild

In Figure 4.6, we show side-by-side qualitative comparisons with [43] using
in-the-wild images from [120], which clearly shows the advantage of our method.
Though [43] achieves good performance in the lab, it struggles on in-the-wild images.
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Metrics [43] Ours

Hand MAE ↓ 14.7 9.7

Obj CF dist ↓ 26.8 19.9

Metrics [43] Ours

Hand MAE ↓ 18.0 14.2

Obj MAE ↓ 22.3 23.9

Table 4.2: Quantitative comparison in the lab. Our method achieves results better or on par
with the state of the art on popular in-the-lab datasets: HO3D (left) and FPHA (right).

HO Distance ↓ Collision Score ↓

Individual results 414.8 0

+ Interaction loss 71.5 39.8

+ Depth loss 75.2 17.6

+ Penetration loss 76.4 7.7

+ Refinement 75.8 6.5

Table 4.3: Ablations on loss terms and pose refinement. From top to bottom, we add each
component one by one (cumulative) and evaluate the prediction in terms of the distance between
hand and object, and the collision score.

This was primarily due to the lack of labeled in-the-wild training data with diverse
object categories. As a result, the model trained on limited object categories in the
lab has difficulty in generalizing to new unseen objects.

In Figure 4.9, we show additional qualitative results of our method, called RHOI,
on images from the 100 Days of Hands and the Epic Kitchens datasets. For each
example, we show the 3D reconstructions from two different viewpoints. Overall,
RHOI produces high quality reconstructions across a variety of scenarios and objects,
e.g., holding a pen, grab a spoon/knife, touch a mobile phone, etc.

4.3.3 Ablation Studies

We now present the ablation studies (see also the supplement). We evaluate the
influence of the joint optimization loss terms and the refinement stage on the overall
results. We report the distance between the estimated hand and object centers and
the collision score computed based on SDF. The more the object intersects with
the hand the larger the collision score is. A good reconstruction should have small
collision and small hand-object distance.

In Table 4.3, we observe that the individually reconstructed hand and object
are far from each other, resulting in large distance and no collision. By adding the
interaction loss, the distance decreases quickly to 71.5 mm but also results in a large
collision, i.e, 39.8. Adding the depth and collision losses reduces the collision score to
7.7 while keeping a similar hand-object distance, i.e., 76.4 mm. The refinement stage
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Figure 4.7: Example annotations. We use the techniques proposed in this chapter to annotate
in-the-wild images and obtain 3D meshes, amodal masks, and contact maps.

makes small adjustment to the final result and can slightly reduce both the collision
score (6.5 vs. 7.7) and hand-object distance (75.8 mm vs. 76.4 mm). These findings
are consistent with visualization in Figure 4.4.

4.4 Dataset

We describe our dataset collection procedure and present the analysis that high-
lights the variety our data.

Image collections. As a source of in the wild data we use static frames from the
EPIC Kitchens [21, 20] and the 100 Days of Hands [120] datasets, noting that we do
not exploit any temporal information. These datasets contain a range of interesting
hand-object interaction scenarios with varied objects, people, and viewpoints (both
first- and third-person). To determine candidate images for reconstruction, we use a
hand and object detector [120] and select images that contain a high bounding box
overlap between an object and a hand.

4.4.1 Dataset Construction

Our annotation procedure consists of three steps: selecting a 3D object model,
performing reconstruction using the method proposed in §4.2, and verification of the
results.

Step 1: Model selection. The first step of our annotations requires the annotator
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Figure 4.8: Variety of objects and grasps. We present analysis that shows the variety of
objects and grasp types in our data. Top left: Our data contains 121 object categories and a total
of 500 instances. The object distribution has a long tail. Top right: We embed 3D hand poses into
2D space using Isomap [134]. Each point is a hand-object interaction and is color-coded by object
category. We notice that there is a cluster of pens but no other clear clusters. This suggests that
our data contains a variety of grasp types for each object category rather than only iconic grasps.
Indeed, we see examples of different object categories with similar grasp types (pen and spoon) and
same object category with different grasp types (pen). Bottom: We observe that the first embedding
dimension (x axis) corresponds to the closure of the grasp. We show examples for increasing value
of x. From left to right, we see that the grasps gradually transitions from fully closed to fully open.

to choose an appropriate 3D object model for the object being manipulated by the
hand. We maintain a collection of available object models. If the required object
is already present in the collection, the annotator directly selects the model. If not,
the annotator finds an appropriate model online and adds it to the collection. Two
primary sources of 3D object models we use are the YCB dataset [13] and the Free3D
online platform.

Step 2: Reconstruction. Next, we perform the hand-object reconstruction using
our method, called RHOI, proposed in §4.2. This step is semi-automatic and relies on
the annotator to select the appropriate loss weights to obtain a good reconstruction.
In practice, most annotators find that our default loss settings lead to a reasonable
starting point.

Step 3: Verification. In practice, we find that RHOI results in good reconstructions
in many cases. However, there are still cases where the results are imperfect across
different viewpoints due to ambiguity. Thus, to ensure good annotation quality,
we perform an additional step and verify the reconstructions obtained in step 2.
Specifically, we ask the annotator to inspect the result from step 2 and take one of
three possible actions: accept it if good, return it to step 2 if promising, and remove
it from consideration if unlikely to improve. We iterate back and forth with step 2
until we converge to a set of reconstructions of reasonable quality.

Summary. To summarize, the output of our annotation procedure is that for each
image we have: 3D object model, 3D object pose, and 3D hand pose. Moreover,
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Object IoU Hand IoU Quality Match?

Large 0.84 0.67 - -

Medium 0.78 0.69 - -

Small 0.64 0.63 - -

All 0.77 0.68 4.16 92%

Table 4.4: Dataset evaluation. Left: Amodal masks derived from our 3D annotations have a
high overlap with ground truth amodal masks labeled by humans. Right: Users, asked to rate the
quality of our 3D annotations from 1 to 5, find that they are of good quality on average and include
a 3D object model that matches the true object in most cases.

we can easily derive additional annotations, such as amodal masks or contact maps.
Example annotations are shown in Figure 4.7.

4.4.2 Dataset Evaluation

Annotating data in 3D is hard. Evaluating the quality of annotations is harder.
To judge the quality of the collected annotations, we use two types of evaluation. The
evaluation is performed on a sample set of 100 images.

Amodal mask accuracy. To evaluate our annotations, we require a signal that is
predictive of reconstruction quality and can be labeled reliably by humans. Amodal
instance masks, that include both visible and occluded parts of the object [76], are
a good fit. Given only the visible portions of the image, there are many plausi-
ble configurations for the hidden object parts, especially for articulated objects like
hands. Nevertheless, humans are capable of predicting occluded regions with high
consistency [174].

We ask human annotators to label amodal masks for hands and objects, which
serves as ground truth. We then compare amodal masks derived from our reconstruc-
tions to the ground truth. In Table 4.4, we report the mean intersection (IoU) scores
for the hands and the objects. Similar to [80], we show results for different object
sizes. We observe that our amodal masks have a high overlap with the ground truth.
As expected, the overlaps are higher for larger objects.

User study. We also perform a user study. Given the input image and the annotated
hand-object reconstruction, we ask the users to assign a quality score to each example
on a scale of 1 to 5. The users are instructed to assign 1 when the reconstruction is
poor (e.g. heavy collision or hand being far from the object) and 5 when there are
no clear imperfections visible. The users can rotate the result in 3D visualization to
view from different angles. We also ask the users to say if the object in the image
matches the 3D model.

In Table 4.4, we report the results. The average reconstruction quality we obtain
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is 4.16. This suggests that most of our annotations are of good quality. Moreover, we
find that the 3D object model matches the true object in 92% of the cases. Among
the 8%, most are due to imprecise mesh topology, e.g. a cylinder fitted to a mug with
a handle.

4.4.3 Dataset Analysis

We annotated 500 images using the proposed procedure. We now present the
analysis of the collected data.

Object variety. Our dataset contains 121 object categories covering a wide variety
of daily objects. In Figure 4.8, top-left, we show the object distribution for the 50
most frequent objects. There are some categories with many examples and a long tail
of object categories with few examples.

Grasp variety. A unique feature of our data is that it provides a variety of hand-
object interactions in-the-wild. This allow us to study and learn about human grasps
using real-world data. In Figure 4.8, top-right, we embed 3D hand poses into 2D space
using Isomap [134]. Each point corresponds to an interaction and is color-coded by
object category.

We observe that there is a cluster of pens on the left but no other clear clusters.
This suggests that our data contains a variety of grasp types for each object category,
rather than only iconic grasps. Indeed, looking closer we notice that there are many
examples of similar grasps for different object categories (e.g. pen and spoon) as well
as different grasp types for the same object category (e.g. pen).

Grasp structure. We further discover an interesting pattern in the data. In particu-
lar, we find that the first dimension of the hand pose embedding (x axis) corresponds
to the closeness of the hand. In Figure 4.8, bottom, we show example images for
increasing value of x. We see that the grasps gradually transition from fully closed
to fully open.

4.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we propose an optimization-based method that leverages 2D
image cues and 3D contact priors for reconstructing hand-object interactions in the
wild. Using the proposed method for semi-automatic labeling, we construct a new
3D hand-object interaction dataset in the wild. We hope that our effort attracts the
community’s attention to this challenging setting and facilitate our future progress.
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Figure 4.9: Additional qualitative results. Our method, RHOI, produces strong results for a
range of interactions and objects.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented a number of advances towards perceiving 3D
humans and objects in motion. In Chapter 2, where we present an end-to-end learning
system to perceive 3D scenes and independent object motions. We next show how 3D
scenes influence human motion in Chapter 3, where we design a framework to predict
future 3D human motion considering the scene context. In Chapter 4, we study the
interaction between human hands and objects, where we introduce an optimization-
based method to reconstruct the interaction in the wild.

While these are encouraging steps towards the goal of understanding rich inter-
actions between humans, objects, and scenes, a number of challenges still remain. We
will conclude the thesis by discussing some interesting future directions below.

Spatial-temporal scene graph: The 3D world is compositional, actionable, and
evolving over time. One way to understand the dynamics in the 3D world is building
a spatial-temporal scene graph to model the relationship between components. In
this representation, we decompose the 3D scene into different modules, the scene
layout/structure, a set of objects and humans represented in terms of their shape
and pose, and motion. Moreover, the state of each object/person is influenced by
other moving agents. A spatial-temporal scene graph can be built to understand the
pattern of the scene dynamics. In this thesis, we have presented attempts in building
pairwise connections between humans, scenes, and objects components. It would be
an interesting direction to develop a joint framework that perceives all components
and their rich interactions in this scene graph representation.

Model 3D human full-body contact: We humans interact with the world and
our bodies often have contact with other people, objects, or even self-contact such
as holding our arms. These contact scenarios result in occlusion and make it hard
for 3D reconstruction. Some recent optimization-based approaches [42, 55] proposed
to enforce geometry constraints to model the contact, however, they either require
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the extra input of 3D reconstructed scene mesh or require manually labeling human-
object mesh vertices. In Chapter 4, we propose to make advantage of 3D hand-object
contact priors learned from available 3D MoCap data. This enables us to deal with
different scenarios in the wild without extra input. It is natural to extend the idea
of learning contact priors to the case of full human body for more fine-grained 3D
reconstruction of humans during interactions.

Learn object functionality through interactions: Understanding objects is
more than estimating their instance segmentation, reconstructing their 3D shape and
texture. There are much richer properties about the object including their struc-
ture, whether they are rigid, deformable, or articulated, and more importantly, their
functionality (affordance as defined by Gibson [34]). These properties are extremely
useful for robotic application such as manipulation. Children learn object functional-
ity by interacting with them and observe the consequence of their action. Could we
develop a pipeline for learning the object functionality using lots of videos of humans
interacting with the scenes and objects? Could we further develop an active learning
system where an actual robot is exploring and interacting with the world? These are
all interesting but unsolved problems that are worth exploring in the future.
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